The paper addresses the issue of using online statistical machine translation tools for the translation of specific text types and the problems of their translatability when using automated translation systems. An attempt is made to analyze and evaluate the machine translation of a verbatim transcription from Slovak into German.
WHY IS MACHINE TRANSLATION BECOMING MORE IMPORTANT?
Over the last decade, machine translation (MT) has become an important research topic in both the academic sphere and commercial sector. Translation is essential for international trade, not only because of the need to translate commercial contracts and legislation, but also for the use of instructions and manuals for imported products. Another aspect of the commercial interest in MT involves the cost of human translation and translation services, particularly in view of the fact that translation is highly demanding work that requires an exceptional degree of professionalism and considerable amount of time. A translator can usually translate no more than 9-10 pages a day (depending on the subject and complexity), which sometimes leads to delays, for example, in marketing a new product. This is also a major issue for EU institutions owing to the need to translate legislation into the 24 official languages of the European Union, along with numerous other documents. The cost and speed of translation are major factors in determining the social, political and economic importance of MT in many other areas of human activity.
For these reasons, IT specialists and researchers are continuing to develop MT from common online systems (Google Translate, Bing Translate, etc.) through to the sophisticated systems designed for the specific needs of companies (e.g. DGT uses the Moses system). There is also a philosophical dimension to MT in the endeavour to automate human thinking and linguistic production. "From an academic perspective, MT is interesting because it allows the application and testing various hypotheses in linguistics, computer science and artificial intelligence" (Munková 2013) .
Thus, MT has achieved a considerable advantage in speed and quality in recent years. Its usage is changing the status of professional translators and creating a new role for them as pre-editors or post-editors of MT. The very notion of translation is changing. Currently, however, MT is used with caution where a high degree of quality is required, but it is also a recognized fact that certain text types allow MT to be more successfully applied than others.
TEXT ANALYSIS AND TEXT TYPES FOR THE PURPOSES OF MT
Most text types are more or less hybrid in form. Translators must, therefore, decide whether the relevant source text can be machine-translated or not. Trained and qualified translators have an advantage over untrained translators because they can perform macro-and micro-stylistic translation-relevant text analysis faster and more easily, which enables them to overcome time constraints. They can quickly decide which texts or text segments can be translated by people or by MT, or in which segments the reedited text would require only minimal changes.
Some text types have proven to be relatively reliable when translated by MT: technical, legal, marketing and management, tourism and catering, manuals, instructions, EU directives, regulations, insurance contracts and the like. For this reason we believe it would be most useful to analyse the following text types in the most frequent language pairs and how MT renders them: manuals, reference books, scientific reports, records, certificates, balance sheets and other financial statements.
Here is a brief example of a machine-translated text into English: Translation-relevant text analysis gives us more information about the difficulties to be expected when translating and the external tools that can help translators to produce better quality within a limited timeframe. After textual macro-analysis, the translator might consider microanalysis, which can be based on several steps. Arnold (1994) proposed three steps in the process of MT: 1) Preparation of input (pre-editing): intra-linguistic transfer. The translator makes the source text "translatable" by simplifying it on a linguistic level; 2) Translation using a translation system -an inter-linguistic transfer. This is a typical translation process, which consists of three common steps: analysis, transfer, synthesis. 3) Revision of translations -an intra-linguistic transfer. In this phase, the postediting, revising and proofreading of the translated text ("raw translation") are important.
These steps of pre-editing and post-editing are shown in Table 1 (intra-language translation) and Table 2 (inter-language translation) below. It is clear that the pre-edited text provides a better output. It could be edited much faster than the text on the left, which has a more complicated and longer sentence structure.
TRANSLATION OF A SPECIFIC TEXT TYPE: WRITTEN RECORDS
Records belong to a commonly used text type. Written records (e.g. transcripts, minutes, protocols, and all kinds of written documents containing factual material) document reported speech from events that have already taken place (with the exception of a memory record) and rely on descriptions and observations. There are different types of written records:
• Based on results (streamlined, structured summaries that keep essential and non-essential information apart), • Based on history (chronological, most realistic representation of the time sequence, the essential and the non-essential equally documented), • Based on purpose (retrieved from memory or from recordings).
Each written record should be accurate (precise language), objective (no personal opinions), non-judgmental (no observations or judgments), and positive (FLT).
The source text of our written record selected for analysis was stylistically dense and contained administrative, narrative and technical features; the goal was to describe what was discussed in the communication act objectively and in detail. The analysed source text of the record had several functions -it reported, instructed, and advocated at the same time. The text contained many verbs and subordinate clauses. The text also had many time references, names and technical terms that referred to specific areas and operations.
The main problems in translating any written record is the information within the text itself, represented by second or third parties, which may prove difficult to decode. The authors of the records tend to use originally reformulated phrases from of a Translation of a Verbatim Transcription from Slovak to German speeches that were recorded on audio and transcribed without the necessary attention to context. Since external translators often lack the relevant context, they are mostly unable to get the message across. We therefore want to determine the extent to which the studied hybrid text can generate linguistically appropriate output when prepared for revision by using the online system of statistical MT, Google Translate.
TRANSLATION QUALITY ASSESSMENT
There have been many discussions over the last decade about the evaluation of translation quality, or Translation Quality Assessment (hereinafter referred to as TQA), which is equally important for both the professional quality control of content and for study programmes that prepare would-be translators for the profession. Although there is a widely acknowledged need to establish the general criteria for assessing the quality of translations or to come up with a definition of what might be considered "good, satisfactory or accepted" translation, there is still no universal definition of translation quality or even generally accepted methods of evaluation. Although there are national and international standards of translation (ATA, Sical, etc.), they are not widely accepted as objective criteria for assessing the quality of translation. Basically, when assessing the quality of a translated text, we tend to stick to the following criteria:
• linguistic correctness, • fidelity to the source text, • readability of the target text, • equivalence, • transfer of the meaning (appropriateness, shifts…) (Ackaert et al. 2013 ).
These general criteria may be categorized into several subgroups or attributed to the following translation-errors, according to which professional translators and translation instructors may assess translated texts: omissions, negative shifts of meaning, register, punctuation, spelling, grammar, style and vocabulary (cf. also Vilar et al. 2006) .
These are the basic aspects to consider in evaluating translations. However, translations cannot be restricted to the learning environment, or to one purpose or target group. We may generally claim that translation quality should be perceived from the point of view of its recipients, their needs, and their knowledge of the subject matter, etc. This could be regarded as a final text approach based on human or manual evaluation. On the other hand, the evaluation of MT requires a different approach, since the output (translated text) cannot be regarded as a final text in need of revision. The evaluation of MT can be done manually or with the help of certain software, i.e. it may be performed automatically.
EVALUATING MT
The evaluation of MT plays a key role in the field of MT and there have certainly been many attempts to evaluate it (Hutchins and Somers 1992 , Arnold et al. 1994 , Callison-Burch et al. 2006 , to name but a few). In order to make evaluation more efficient, experts have begun to think about automatic evaluation methods without human intervention. There have been projected series of automated quality assessment metrics to achieve the effectiveness in the evaluation process. Automatic evaluation metrics were used for additional human evaluation, while providing high efficiency and consistency at a relatively low cost. Most of these are based on measuring similarities between automated translations and referential-human-translation. Automatic evaluation metrics can be based on statistical principles (n-grams or editing distance) or on deep linguistic structures (morphological, syntactic or semantic information).
The evaluation of MT or of MT systems is an essential area of research not only in an attempt to determine the effectiveness of existing MT systems, but also to optimize their performance. Progress in MT relies on the quality of newly developed MT systems, the goal of their evaluation being to demonstrate a greater effectiveness than that of existing systems. However, here we stumble on the question of translation quality (texts generated by MT systems), and more exact methods of quality evaluation criteria. Is it possible to claim that this particular translation is the only correct translation of the original and there is no other correct translation? How to evaluate the quality of two translations that are not identical but both represent the original? Or two translations that are only partially correct? It is a very difficult task which is affected by several factors. It primarily depends on the recipient (for whom is the evaluation of MT performed?) and its further use (for what purpose is the evaluation of MT used?). Style in translation can be crucial in some applications and irrelevant in others. Therefore we avoid using the term "good" translation, but rather "appropriate" or "adequate" translation.
The evaluation of MT can be approached in two ways: Glass Box evaluation or Black Box evaluation. Glass Box measures the quality of the evaluation system based on system characteristics. It focuses on the linguistic coverage of the system and the theory used in natural language processing. This type of evaluation would be relevant for scientists and developers. Scientists would need it in terms of confirming or rejecting hypotheses. Developers attempt to figure out if the MT system works the same way it was projected to in order to determine its limits. Black Box measures the quality evaluation system based on the generated translation. This type of evaluation is intended for recipients and translators. Translators need to know whether the use of the system will improve their productivity from the point of view of quantity and post-editing. The recipient is interested in the cost, speed and readability of the translation. This is why we also focus on the Black Box evaluation in our study, which uses internal (intrinsic) and external (extrinsic) methods to evaluate the accuracy and applicability of MT. Internal methods (evaluation scales, trial order, error analysis, etc.) subjectively assess the quality of MT based on the comparison (hypothesis) with a referential translation which is considered to be the "gold standard". Evaluators subjectively evaluate the main characteristics of reliable translation quality, such as the adequacy and fluency of MT text. External methods, called the task-oriented methods (post-editing or reading with comprehension) are focused on efficiency and text usability with regard to a specific task. Automatic internal metrics do not require human intervention. It represents a significant breakthrough in the field of MT in terms of the quality of automatic evaluation and MT system optimization. Automatic metrics (accuracy, coverage, WER, PER, BLEU and others), which determine the quality of translation or errors through comparison, calculate the similarity between hypothesis and reference translation (and a given set of reference translations) and provide a relatively rapid feedback on the quality of the system as well as the newlycreated text generated by the MT system.
With the introduction of IT-technologies as a tool for computer-assisted translation memories a new era of translation came into existence. At present, translatology is considered an interdisciplinary science working in conjunction with other disciplines. The idea of interdisciplinary science is based on the hypothesis that a natural language can use a variety of symbols; it can be fully analysed, controlled and mathematically encoded. With MT, this primary hypothesis of interdisciplinary studies was extended following the results of experimentation with natural language processing. This is based on the fact that language is so rich and complex that it cannot be completely analysed and split into a set of rules that can be subsequently encoded as computer program algorithms.
There have been many suggestions of how to measure quality, some focusing on target specific syntactic constructions, others assessing various sentences as a whole on the N-point scale or on automated translations with a reference. However, these methods have been mainly tested on major languages (English and other world languages). There have been very few attempts to focus on inflectional languages such as Slovak, with its specific morphological richness. In the present paper we focus on the evaluation of MT in the language pair Slovak (Source) vs. German (Target).
In our evaluation we use the following metrics:
1. F-measure (Precision and Recall) These are the easiest automatic evaluation metrics and are often used in natural language processing. They are based on a word congruency hypothesis with the words in the referential translation, regardless of the word position in a sentence. They have a mutually opposite relationship, which means that increasing accuracy scores may lead to the reduction of the coverage score and vice versa.
A disadvantage of accuracy metrics is where the hypothesis falls short in terms of the number of words, but acquires a high accuracy score (but low coverage). The reverse also applies: we can get a hypothesis containing all possible words, which increases the likelihood that some of these words will also appear in the referential translation, but the hypothesis is too long, with a high score coverage, but low accuracy score.
The question is how to solve this problem. We do not want to generate a sentence (hypothesis) that would include misspelled words, but we do not want to have any omissions as well. Therefore, experts from the field of MT come up with the F-measure, also known as the F-score. It is actually the harmonic mean of the two metrics (accuracy and coverage).
2. WER (Word-error rate) WER metrics or error word rate was first used in the evaluation of statistical MT. It belongs to the first generation metrics of automatic MT evaluation systems. WER rate was taken from the field of speech recognition and is based on the edit distance taking into account the word order. The edit distance is represented by the Levenshtein distance, which is defined as a minimum number of single-character edits (insertion, removal and substitution) needed to achieve a conformity of two sequences (sentences).
3. PER (Position-independent Error Rate) This is occasionally used in the evaluation of MT. It is similar to metrics coverage by using the same denominator -the length of the referential translation or the number of words in the reference. As the name suggests, it is a certain degree of error rate. It does not measure congruence, but the mismatch. It takes into account defective and superfluous words which must be removed in long translations.
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RESEARCH METHOD OF AUTOMATED TRANSLATION EVALUATION
Case study: Translation of a record from Slovak into German by using the online system of MT In our experiment we used an automated evaluation with metrics of a written record ("verbatim transcript of a meeting") which was translated from the Slovak language into German without pre-editing. It was a 12-page text documenting a working meeting within the framework of an EU-project involving cross-border regional cooperation between Slovakia and Austria (RECOM).
There were two approaches used during the translation process: MT with the "statistical system of MT" and the classical computer-assisted translation with electronic dictionaries. There were two reasons for choosing the online system of MT in our case study:
1. Easy access for any user working online. 2. Online system of statistical MT is the only system that can translate from a large number of language pairs (even from and to synthetic analytic languages).
The translation (referential translation -RT) in our case study has been revised by a German native speaker. Afterwards, both outputs were compared by a software program MT evaluator (this program was developed in close cooperation between the Institute for Computer Science and the Institute of Translation studies at Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra). In the qualitative analysis of the translated text using statistical MT, we have taken two important criteria into consideration:
1. F-measure -transfer of the lexically most appropriate words and phrases (adequate, faithful reproduction). 2. WER -syntactical word order appropriateness (linguistic correctness and readability).
We have also partially dealt with some shortcomings in the original text which contributed to some mistranslations. The following are problem areas that we have encountered:
1. A lack of input quality from a linguistic perspective. The first difficulty for the translator was some unintelligible text segments, formulations, or sentences in the source text. It was a literal transcript of the audio-discourse that included implicit or unclearly formulated information. The incomprehensibility occurred because of artificial ad-hoc language that was very difficult to understand in the source text without background-knowledge, which is why it was not easy to transfer the text into the target language without consulting the producer of the text.
Here are some examples from the source text:
3 Suggestion: Since neither machine nor translator is capable of translating unclearly formulated sentences into the target language without background knowledge, the original texts should be adapted (pre-edited) before translation. Similarly, it appears essential to instruct the source text writers about how the texts should be written. The source text should be as unambiguous and concise as possible.
Variable output quality (MT and referential translation) from a linguistic
perspective. In the first phase we translated the target text (translation product) without using Google Translate (human translation with the native German editor). Based on the referential translation we evaluated the statistical MT (Google translation) of the written record by measuring its quality. The following table shows the percentage results in the congruence between the referential translation and the statistical online MT (Google Translate) from the selected 22 text segments. of a Translation of a Verbatim Transcription from Slovak to German 
Analysis of the best and worst MT results according to the in the referential translation (RT) and MT (MT)
In the following lines we tried to pick out the 3 best and the 3 lowest results of MT from the 22 measured segments by using the metrics of F-measure (an average of precision with coverage).
The best results of F-measure (3. 5. 6. segment) In this short sentence the verb was substituted by its synonym (vorstellen -führen), which causes a slight misunderstanding. Vorstellen means to introduce, führen means "to lead" or "to show someone round". Moreover, two different tenses are used (Perfekt in the referential translation and Präteritum in the MT) which are not stylistically compatible. The MT generated one additional element (Umfrage-survey) that causes a shift in meaning. From the lexical perspective there is confusion of the words Lösung (solution) and Bereitstellung (provision). The adjectives were written in capital letters and the geographical names transferred into the target language, which is not acceptable. On the other hand, the MT system generated synonyms which do not alter the contextual meaning: the synonyms durchführen -erarbeiten (carry out research), Lösung -Alternative. The omitted prepositions -über den Grenzübergang (through the checkpoint) -disrupt the cohesionof the text.
The worst results of F-measure (11.14.16. segment) In this sample sentence, in spite of its brevity, we can see the erroneous transfer of all lexical elements -auffordern vs. nennen, the adjective verantwortlich (responsible) is redundant and the verb präsentieren has been changed into a noun (Präsentation). Fortgang der Arbeiten could be regarded as lexically relevant, but in an incorrect morphological form. The synonyms Firmen and Unternehmen could be acceptable but they have been translated in the singular, even though in the referential text the plural is used. In this short sentence only the second part is correct. The first part stands for a non-existent lexical phrase which was caused by artificial source language formulation that needed additional explanation.
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this article was to test the evaluation of MT for a specific text typethe written record. The analysis of the machine-translated text has demonstrated that written records are extremely complicated text types that are almost impossible to translate using automated translation systems. The main reason can be seen in the complex register and in the selected language style that uses various means of expression. Secondly, it is also important to take the sentence structure into consideration because machine-translated texts contain long and complex sentence structures. In addition, it should be noted that the lexis in automated translations provides diffuse equivalents which can be attributed to the various specialized areas and hybrid text functions of a written record. We have also found that the quality of the input plays an important role. This is why other types of written records should be tested. The results could be beneficial to both professional and amateur translators and enable them to organize and manage their work more effectively.
The final results have proved that MT is not suitable for certain text types because there are many anomalies at all linguistic levels between the referential translation (human translation without the intervention of computer-assisted translating) and MT. A particular disadvantage of the Google MT system for the Slovak-German language pair is that there are not many parallel texts for these languages included in the system as the majority of the text corpora are in English. This also applies to German technical texts that use numerous English terms, as well as borrowings from English. Our study confirmed that written reports (as well as other text types) should be pre-edited and re-written into shorter sentence segments. It is therefore necessary to carry out further research into MT of pre-edited records between various language pairs.
